
A 2 GHz Frequency Extender for the KiwiSDR

This is a little detail about the status of the KiwiSDR Frequency Extension project as of today, 23 
December 2021.

Details are being revised but the present block diagram with what I believe are realistic frequencies is 
shown in the block diagram below. This is a triple-conversion frequency converter. By first 
upconverting to > 2 GHz and filtering prior to downconversion it is possible to remove images and 
create a general coverage converter which converts a 20 MHz wide swath of spectrum in the 0-2 GHz 
range down to the coverage range of a KiwiSDR or other HF receiver. 

Hardware

A breadboard has benn built and tested. It was divided into several smaller pieces so that PCB 
turnaround time could be kept short and cost low. Those pieces are

• Upconverter

◦ 0-2 GHz input through IF1 output, includes preamp, switching, mixer and LO1 amplifier

• Downconverter

◦ IF1 input through IF3 output, filtering, two mixers and LO2 amplifier

• Reference 

◦ Two synthesizers producing LO1-LO3

◦ Reference synthesizer sourcing the synthesizers, may be GPS, externally referenced or 
operated as a TCXO

• IOT33-W controller

Although some of the breadboard sub-modules were 2-layer PCB the recent versions have moved to 4-
layer. This allows better impedance control ,shielding and reduces size. A snapshot of those pieces is in 
the picture, arranged roughly as in the block diagram. This may help to give an idea of the small size of
the pieces and of the final integration PCB where they all fit on a single board the same size as a 
KiwiSDR. Even here the area is increased to allow for SMA connectors and interface which won’t all 
be necessary after integration.

There remain many refinements, but the breadboard operates as intended. It is possible to use with a 
stock KiwiSDR by adjusting the KiwiSDR LO Offset o n theadmin page and, for example, receive 
1296.1 MHz USB on the KiwiSDR. The demodulated audio sounds just as good as HF audio.

A first prototype has also been designed and fabricated. This is an integrated version designed to fit into
the SEEED KiwiSDR enclosure. A picture of this is also included. In operation the extender enclosure 
can rest on top of an enclosed KiwiSDR and intercept the normal RF input and GPS connectons. It may
be powered from a +5VDC @ .5A supply or even from a single USB port. 



The SMA connectors seen along the edge need not be present for rx-only use but expose all three local 
oscillators  along with a user-settable clock. This allows for the addition of a transmitting converter 
which becomes possible because by only reversing the direction of the gain stages a signal sourced 
from an HF transmitter may be generated anywhere in the same 0-2GHz range. If this is done it creates 
an ‘all band’ transverter for use with amateur radio or other HF transceivers. 

The user clock output may be used to produce 66.66 MHz for a KiwiSDR or an external reference for 
another single-master oscillator HF radio.

Work remains to allow an inexpensive GNSS receiver module to properly work with the reference 
circuitry to allow sub ppb accuracy and stability.

Software

The code to develop and run all of this is written and compiled in an Arduino IDE. This environment 
though less capable than, say a Raspberry PI, does have libraries for many of the requred components 
and modules and has allowed faster progress.

A web browser that makes use of the Arduino IoT33 on-board WiFi hardware allows user access.  This 
lets a user ( or KiwiSDR ) select not only frequency but also monitor and set status of any function. 
Using WiFi as the interface also eliminates LAN-induced noise that might otherwise be a problem. 

Applications

This reference is not intended to be the end-all amateur frequency reference, rather it is a low-cost and 
somewhat general purpose device intended to allow amateurs much better precision and to be able use 
that to learn about their stations and propagation.  Previous similar products such as the Leo Bodnar 
GPSDOs may become hard to obtain due to parts inavailability or for other reasons. This encourages  
the presence of a substitute . In this reference I’ve tried to make use of very low end and obsolete GPS 
receiver modules but I’ve also included the ability to use a local reference, such as that from a 
Rubidium standard which may be more desirable or available.  The fall-back-to-TCXO mode is not a 
preferred mode but present if need forces it.

A GPS reference of any kind depends upone the propagation path and antennas between the GPS 
constellation and the reference. If the reference is moving, if even the antenna is vibrating or moving 
Doppler shift on the 1575 MHz signal will modulate all clocks derived from it.  A local, external 10 
MHz reference connected via a fixed cable can avoid this.  

One interesting amateur application can arise. If both ends of a UHF or low-microwave path are 
similarly precise then variations in that path can be directly observed.  A previous example from WSPR
measurements on 70 cm have taken advantage of that. In that measurement between a fixed 70 cm 
WSPR receivers and a mobile transmitter the Doppler characteristic and multi-path propagation effects 
could be directly observed. That system created a UHF bi-static radar for examining the changing path. 
For this reference to work, Doppler shift at the phase detectors must not exceed the system PLL 
bandwidth. Depending upon component tolerances this will force the phase detector reference divider 
times the loop bandwidth to be less than the incoming, possibly Doppler shifted, reference input. A 20 
MHz1 derivative of the GPS rx is so postionally that limit becomes on the order of 15m * 16K/second 



= 240 m/second, a little over 500 mph. This will be reduced to the degree that offset for crystal tuning 
and voltages are required in the static case. If a suitably referenced link can be set up, particularly for



 UHF or microwave, a mobile system can display the aggregate Doppler shift due to all paths 
contributing to either the reference input or the signal being measured when coherent with this 
reference. This can allow multipath components to be directly observed as a vehicle travels and the 
effects of reflected paths to be examined, understood and possibly excluded or used. An amateur may 
be able to discern whether a direct path or a reflected path is preferrable for ongoing fixed station 
activities, e.g. whether reflection from a mountain or large nearby structure is a better beam heading for
a particular direction and distance.

Another use is in examining aircraft scattered signals using WSPR to determine not only the identity 
and path of an intervening aircraft but also to make an estimate of aggregte station ERP (antenna gains)
when an estimate of radar cross section in known. This can be useful to analyze take off angles for 
amateur antenna systems. 

Breadboard modules of KiwiSDR 0-2 GHz frequency extender.



First prototype of integrated KiwiSDR 0-2 GHz frequency extender.
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